
Your Spiritual Gifts 
• Key Scriptures 

1 Corinthians 
Romans 12:1-8 
Exodus 31:1-7 
Ephesians 4:11-14 
Galatians 5:22-23 
1 Peter 4:10 

• Key Principles 
1. Every believer has them 
2. God gives them 
3. They are given for the benefit of others 
4. They serve the maturity and mission of the church 
5. Comparison of gifts with others is fruitless 
6. All ministries are valuable 
7. Without love gifts are useless 

 
Spiritual Gift Category Assessment 

 
Please answer each question carefully and honestly. There is no right or wrong spiritual gift or answer! Simply answer the questions 
according to how they best describe you now, not how you’d prefer to be or feel compelled to be. For each question, place the 
appropriate number beside each question using the following scale: 0) Never True  1) Rarely True  2) Sometimes True  3) Usually True  
4) Almost Always True  5) Always True 
 
1. _____ I am frank and honest in expressing my 

 thoughts and opinions. 
2. _____ I lend a hand to people when they need it. 
3. _____ I like to research things. 
4. _____ When I interact with others it makes them 

 joyful. 
5. _____ I enjoy giving to people in need in a generous 

 way. 
6. _____ I am able to create order in a chaotic 

 situation. 
7. _____ I have the ability to sympathize with people 

 who are suffering or hurting.  
8. _____ I tend to be pretty bold.  
9. _____ I let my actions (rather than my words) show 

how I feel about someone. 
10. _____ I analyze and process a lot on things or 

 ideas. 
11. _____ I find that I’m talkative.  
12. _____ I support organizations or movements that 

 help the less fortunate.  
13. _____ I coordinate people and resources to 

 effectively accomplish a task. 
14. It’s important to rearrange my schedule it if means 

 sharing someone’s pain. 
15. _____ I speak candidly to people, even those who 

 are in authority over me. 
16. _____ I’d rather do a job myself instead of 

delegating it to someone else.  

17. _____ I wish I had more time to study. 
18. _____ It energizes me to be around people. 
19. _____ I find that I am able to give to others because 

 I’m thrifty with my personal expenses. 
20. _____ I enjoy the challenge of finding new ways of 

 doing things that will make an organization or 
 group more effective. 

21. _____ When someone is grieving or depressed, I’m 
 compelled to offer some relief.  

22. _____ Speaking the truth is more important to me 
 than avoiding it so as not to hurt or bring pain 
 to someone else. 

23. _____ I help people in tangible ways, rather than 
 just giving some good advice.  

24. _____ I like to help others to understand new 
 concepts, information, or knowledge about 
 how something works.  

25. _____ I like to bring life and energy to a dull group. 
26. _____ I donate the following percentage of my 

income to organizations or individuals: 0) 0-3% 1) 
4-6% 2) 7-9% 3) 10-12% 4) 13-15% 5) 16% or 
greater 

27. _____ I tend to decide a course of action and 
 implement that decision in a straightforward 
 manner.  

28. _____ I tend to gravitate to people who are 
 emotionally beaten.

 
Survey Results – Write down the score for each question where indicated, then total the score for each column as shown.  

 
A – Perception B – Service  
C – Teaching D – Encouragement  
E – Giving F – Leading  
G – Mercy  

My primary gift category is  

___________________________________ 

My secondary gift category is  
 
_________________________________	

 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 

 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 

 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 

TOTALS A= B= C= D= E= F= G= 


